Abstract-This paper presents a new embodied approach for object segmentation by a humanoid robot. It relies on interactions with a human teacher that drives the mbot through the proms of segmenting objects fmm arbitrarily complex, non-static images. Objects from a large Sped" of diReerent scenarios were succe.sfully segmented by the proposed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Embodied vision [3] extends far behind the opportunities crated by active vision systems [I], [4] . The human (andlor robot) body is used not only to facilitate perception, but also to change the world context so that it is easily understood by the robotic creature (Cog, the humanoid robot used throughout this work, is shown in Figure 1 through different segmentation scenarios). Embodied vision methods will be demonsvated with the goal of simplifying visual processing. This is achieved by selectively attending to the human actuator (Hand, Arm or Finger), or the robot actuator. Indeed, primates have specific brain areas to process the hand visual appearance [141. Focus will be placed on a fundamental problem in computer vision -Object Segtnentation -which will be dealt with by detecting and interpreting natural humadrobot task behavior such as waving, shaking, poking, grabbinddropping or throwing objects. Object segmentation is t h l y a key ability worth investing effort so that other capabilities, such as objectlfunction recognition can be developed. 
A. Embodied object segmentation
The number of visual segmentation techniques is vast.
An active segmentation technique developed recently [7] relies on poking objects with a robot actuator. This strategy operates on first-person perspectives of the world: the robot watching its own motion. However, it is not suitable for segmenting objects based on extemal cues. Among previous object segmentation techniques it should be stressed the minimum-cut algorithm [13] . Although a good tool, it suffers from several problems which affect non-embodied techniques. Indeed, object segmentation on unstructured, non-static. noisy, low resolution (128 x 128 images) and real-time images is a hard problem:
D object with similar colorltexture as background D multiple moving objects in a scene D robustness to luminosity variations Segmentations must also present robustness to variations in world structure. Mobility constraints (important for heavy objects) poses additional difficulties, since motion cannot be used to facilitate the segregation process.
Distinguishing an object from its surroundings -the figurdground segregation problem ~ will be dealt by exploiting shared world perspectives between a cooperative human and a robot. We argue for a visual embodied strategy for object segmentation, which is not limited to active robotic beads. Instead, embodiment of an agent is exploited by probing the world with a humadrobot arm. This strategy proves not only useful to segment movable objects, but also to segment object descriptions from books, as well as large, stationary objects (such as a tabie) from monocular images. This paper is organized as follows. The next three sections describe different protocols a human instructor might use to boost the robot's object segmentation capabilities (the overall algorithmic control structure is shown in Figure 2) . Segmentation by demonstration is described in Section 11. This technique is especially well suited for segmentation of fixed or heavy objects in a scene, such as a table or a drawer, or objects drawn or printed in books. Section Ill presents object segmentation through active object actuation. Objects are waved or shaken by a human actor in front of the robot. Objects that are difficult to wave but easily acted on (for instance, by poking them) are segmented as described in Section IV. Experimental object segmentation results are presented in each section. Finally, Section V draws the conclusions. Image ohjecls arc rqmcnted differently according 10 sccne context. The sdcclion of the appptiare method i s done automatically.
After detecting an went and determining the trajectory of pcriodic points, the alsorithm determines whether objects or aclualarr are present. and switches i o the appropriare segmentation mcthod.
SEGMENTATION BY DliMONSTRATION
We propose a human aided object segmentation algorithm to tackle the figure-ground problem. Indeed, a significant amount of contextual information may be extracted from a periodically moving actuator. This can be framed as the problem of estimating p(o,lus,,. ,actTi), the probability of finding object n given a set of local, stationary features U on a neighborhood ball B of radius e centered on location p , and a periodic actuator on such neighborhood with trajectory points in the set S L B. The following algorithm implements lhe estimation process to solve this figure-ground separation problem (see Figure 3) : 1) A standard color segmentation 161 algorithm is applied to a stationary image (stationary over a sequence of consecutive frames) 2) A human actor waves an arm on top of the object to be segmented 3) The motion of skin-tone pixels is tracked over a time interval (using the Lucas-Kanade Pyramidal algorithm), and the energy per frequency content is determined for each point's trajectory 4) Periodic, skin-tone points are grouped together into the arm mask [Z].
5 ) The trajectory of the arm's endpoint describes an algebraic variety [9] over hr2. The target object's template is then given by the union of all bounded subsets (the color regions of the stationary image) which intersect this variety An affine flow-model is estimated (using a least squares minimization criterium) from the optical flow data, and used to determine the trajectory of the armhandfinger position over the temporal sequence. Periodic detection is then applied at multiple scales. Indeed, for an arm oscillating during a short period of time, the movement might not appear periodic at a coarser scale, but appear as such at a finer scale. If a strong periodicity is not found at a larger scale, the window size is halved and the procedure is repeated again for each half. The algorithm consists of grouping together the colors that form an object. This grouping works by having periodic trajectory points being used as seed pixels. The algorithm fills the regions of the color segmented image whose pixel values are closer to the seed pixel values, using a 8-connectivity strategy. Therefore, points taken from waving are used to both select and group a set of segmented regions into the full object. Clusters grouped by a single trajectory might either form or not form the smallest compact cover which includes the full object (depending on intersecting or not all the clusters that form the object). After the detection of two or more temporally and spatially closed trajectories this problem vanishes.
A. Perceptual Organization
According to Gestalt psychologists, the whole is different than the sum of its parts -the whole is more structured than just a group of separate particles. The technique we suggest segregates objects from the background without processing local features such as fexroiis or contours [121.
The proposed grouping paradigm differs from Gestalt grouping rules for perceptual organization. These rules specify how parts are grouped for forming wholes, and some of them are indeed exploited by our grouping method Similariry and Proximiry rules are embedded on the color segmentation algorithm; moving periodic points in an image sequence are also grouped together. It is worthy to stress that this technique solves very easily the figure and ground illusion (usually experienced when gazing at the illustration of a white vase on a black background -the white vase is segregated just by having an human actor waving on (or the black faces, if the human selects them).
B. Experimenral Resulrs
Embodiment of an agent is exploited for probing the world with a human arm. The segmentation by demonstration algorithm is then applied to segment the visual appearance of objects from the background. This algorithm was used to segment both object descriptions from books and large, stationary objects (such as a table) from monocular images. Figure 4 shows segmentations for a random sample of object segmentations (fumirure items), together with statistical results for such objects. This strategy relies heavily in human-robot interactions. It is essential to have a buman in the loop to introduce objects from a hook to the robot (as a human caregiver does to a child), by tapping on their book's representations -figure 5 shows a human teaching a robot from a fabric book, by tapping on relevant figures. Indeed, human caregivers often use books to introduce a child to a diverse set of (in)animate objects, exposing the laner to an outside world of colors, forms, shapes and contrasts, that otherwise might not be available to a child (such as the image of a whale). Since this learning aid helps to expand the child's knowledge of the world, it is a useful tool for introducing new informative percepts to a robot (whales do not appear often on research labs!). To corroborate this argument, the human-centered segmentation algorithm was successfully applied to extract templates for animals (including a whale), clothes, fruits, geometric shapes, musical Typical errors might arise from objects with similar color to their background, for which no perfect differentiation is possible, since the intersection of the object's compact cover of color regions with the object's complementary background is not empty (see Figure 7) . High color variability within an object create additional grouping difficulties (the object's compact cover of color clusters contains too many sets -harder to group). a ) Wssual Illusions:: It is worth stressing that this grouping technique solves very easily thefigure and gmund illusion. This is usually experienced when gazing at the illustration of a white vase in a black background -the white vase (or the black faces) is segregated just by having a human actor waving above it (see figure 8) .
C. Perceptual Grouping of Specrral Cues
Another important property of objects is the texture of their surfaces -and texture bas complementary properties to color. Texture is closely related to the distribution both in space and frequency of an object's appearance. Gabor filters and Wavelets are tools often applied to salve the texture segmentation problem.
Texture Segmentafion: Objects templates will be segmented into regions of similar texture using a standard texture segmentation approach, as follows. A Wavelet transform is initially applied to the image to be segmented. This is approximately equivalent to a family of Gabor filters sampling the frequency domain in a logpolar manner. The original image is correlated with a Daubechies-4 filter using the Mallat pyramid algorithm, at two levels (N = 2) of resolution [16] , resulting in n = 4 + IG = 20 coefficient images (see figure 9 ). All these coefficient images are then up-sampled to the original size, using a 5 x 5 gaussian window for interpolation. This way, more filtering is applied to the coefficients at the N t h level. For each pixel, the observation vector is then given by n wavelet coefficients. A mixture of gaussians is then applied to probabilistically model the input data by clusters. It is therefore necessary to leam the parameters for each cluster and the number of clusters. The former is estimated using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [SI.
The latter uses an agglomerative clustering approach based on the Rissanen order identification criteria [15] . The image is then segmented according to the cluster of gaussians: a point belongs to an image region if it occurs with maximum probability for the corresponding gaussian. Grouping Textures: We can then apply a modified version of the perceptual grouping from human demonstration method to group perceptual (texture) cues, replacing the standard color segmentation algorithm applied to a stationary image by the texture segmentation algorithm. This approach is especially useful to segment objects with a homogeneous texture but heterogeneous colors (see figure IO) . 
D. Improving Texture Segmentution Accuracy
A more advanced and complex texture segmentation algorithm -the normalized cuts algorithm [13] -can be applied for improved performance, to divide the images into texture clusters which might then be grouped together through human-robot interactions. Therefore, we demonstrate in figures 11 and 12 how to improve experimental segmentation results originally presented by (131, by grouping texture clusters into meaningful percepts of a church and the sky, and a mountain.
We have just seem in this section a strategy for a human to transmit to the robot information concerning the appearance of objects that cannot be moved relatively to their background. We now move forward to demonstrate perceptual grouping for objects that can be actively actuated. I'ip. 12. Tcrtuie dustcrs rgmcntcd from a n l u m scene 1131 are proupcd topclher into a mountain l h r o u~h human demonsmiion.
SEGMENTATION DRIVEN BY ACTIVE ACTUATION
This technique is triggered by the following condition: the majority of periodic points are generic in appearance, rather than drawn from the hand or finger. A visual scene might contain several moving objects, which may have similar colors or textures as the background. Multiple moving objects create ambiguous segmentations from motion, while large similarities between figure and background makes this figurelground separation problem harder. However, a human teacher can facilitate robot's perception by waving or shaking an object in front of the robot, so that the motion of the object is used to segment it, as follows:
Moving image points are initialized and tracked thereafter over a time interval: Their trajectory is then evaluated using a Short Time Fourier transform (STR), and tested for a strong periodicity. Periodic, non-skin points are then grouped into a unified object.
A. Tracking
A grid of points homogeneously sampled from the image are initialized in the moving region, and thereafter tracked over a time interval of approximately 2 seconds (65 frames). At each frame, each point's velocity is computed together with the point's location in the next frame.
The motion trajectory for each point over this time interval was determined using four different methods. Two were based on the computation of the image optical flow fieldthe apparent motion of image brightness -and consisted of 1) the Horn and Schunk algorithm [IO]; and 2) Proesmans's algorithm -essentially a multiscale, anisotropic diffusion variant of Horn and Schunk's algorithm. The other two algorithms rely on discrete point tracking: 1) block matching: and 2) the Lucas-Kanade pyramidal algorithm. The Lucas-Kanade algorithm achieved the best results.
B. Multi-scale Periodic Detection
A STIT is applied to each point's motion sequence, where h is usually a Hamming window, and N the number of frames. In this work a rectangular window was used.
Although it spreads more the width of the peaks of energy than the Hamming window, it does not degrade overall performance, and decreases computational times.
Periodicity is estimated from a periodogram determined for all signals from the energy of the STFTs over the frequency spectrum. These periodogams are processed by a collection of narrow bandwidth band-pass filters. Periodicity is found if, compared to the maximum filter output, all remaining outputs are negligible. The periodic detection is applied at multiple time scales. If a strong periodicity is found, the points implicated are used as seeds for segmentation.
C. From Perceptual Grouping to Object Recognirion
Now that periodic motion can be spatially detected and isolated, the waving behavior guides the segmentation process:
1) The set of moving, non-skin [SI points tracked over a time window is sparse. Hence, an affine flow-model is applied to the periodic flow data to recruit other points within uncertainty bounds 2) Clusters of points moving coherently are then covered by a non-convex polygon -approximated by the union of a collection of overlapping, locally convex polygons [21.
This algorithm is much faster than the minimum cut algorithm [13] , and provides segmentations of similar quality to the active minimum cut approach presented by [7] . Figure 13 presents an error analysis together with a snapshot of the system running on the humanoid robot. Our human-computer interactive approach introduces a humanoid robot to new percepts stored in its surrounding world. Such percepts must then be converted into an useful format through an object recognition scheme, which enables the robot to recognize an object in several contexts and under different perspective views. This object recognition algorithm needs to cluster objects by classes according to their identity. Such task was implemented through color histograms objects are classified based on the relative distribution of their color pixels. New object templates are classified according to their similarity with other object templates in an object database (Figure 13) . A multi-target tracking algorithm (which tracks good features using the Lucas-Kanade Pyramidal algorithm) was developed to keep track of object locations as the visual percepts change due to movement of the active head. Figure 14 shows segmentation samples for a few objects under a variety of perspective deformations. This approach is robust to other scene objects andlor people moving in the background (they are ignored as long as their motion is non-periodic). 
D. Deformable Cuafours
An interesting trade-off results from the procedure of both tracking and segmenting. Tracking through discrete methods over large regions (necessary for fast motions) requires larger correlation windows.For highly textured regions, points near an object boundary are correctly tracked. But whenever an object moves in a textureless background, background points near the object's boundary will be tracked with the object, creating an artificial textureless membrane surrounding the object. Nonetheless, accurate segmentation is still possible using deformable contours, initialized to the boundaries of the object templates, and allowed to contract to the real boundaries. For textureless backgrounds, the deformable contour is attracted to the closest edges that define the object's boundary.
Snakes (active contour models) are deformable contours widely used, that move under the influence of image forces. We can define a deformable contour by constructing a suitable deformation energy Pt(z), where i represents the contom points. The external forces on the contour result from a potential Pe(z). A snake is a deformable contour that minimizes the energy [Ill: (s(s),y(s) ). For a simple snake, the internal deformation energy is:
where the hfferentiation is in respect to s. This energy function models the deformation of a stretchy, flexible contour z(s) and includes two physical parameter functions: ~( s ) controls the tension and P(S) the rigidity of the contour. To attract the snake to edge points we specify the external potential Pe(z). where D is the distance transform function, used to calculate the distance of image pixels to the deformable contom. The snake is interpolated at each step to keep the distance between each point constant. The snake achieves high convergence rates towards the minimum, improving therefore segmentation results, as shown by Figure 15 . 
Iv. SEGMENTATION THROUGH DISCONTINUITIES
The discontinuous motion induced on an object whenever a robot (or a human instructor) acts on it can be used for segmenting the object. In order to detect discontinuous events, an algorithm was developed to identify interactions among multiple objects in the image: 1) A motion mask is first derived by subtracting gaussian filtered versions of successive images and placing non-convex polygons around any motion found.
2) A region filling algorithm is applied to separate the mask into regions of disjoint polygons (using a 8-connectivity criterion).
3) Each of these regions is used to mask a contour image computed by a Canny edge detector.
4)
The contour points are then tracked using the LucasKanade pyramidal algorithm. 5 ) An affine model is built for each moving region from the position and velocity of the tracked points. Outliers are removed using the covariance estimate for such model. Spatial events are then defined according to the type of objects' motion discontinuity (21. This strategy was used to detect events such as grabbing, dropping, poking, assembling, disassembling or throwing objects, and to segment objects from such events by application of the grouping algorithm in Section It-C. A random sample of segmentations is presented in Figure 16 . Figure 17 presents an analysis on segmentation quality, together with snapshots of the algorithm running on the humanoid robot.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced the human in the learning loop to facilitate robot perception. By exploiting movements with a strong periodic or discontinuity content, the iobot's visual system segments a wide variety of objects from images, with varying conditions of luminosity and a different number of moving artifacts in the scene. The detection is canied out at different time scales for a better compromise between frequency and spatial resolution. The techniques presented can be used in a passive vision system (no robot is required), with a human instructor guiding the segmentation process. But a robot may also guide the segmentation process by himself, such as by poking.
We proposed a grouping strategy to segment objects that are not allowed to move and therefore might be difficult to separate from the background. This human-centered technique is especially powerful to segment fixed or heavy objects in a scene or to teach a robot through the use of books.
Through interactions of a robot with a human insmctor, the latter facilitated the robot's segmentation task by providing additional grouping cues. Similarly, human teachers facilitate children's perception and learning during child development phases. It was also shown that the autonomous acquisition of such informative percepts is what it is need to train an object recognition algorithm.
